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Flaps - Replacement of rotary actuators Types A and B (ATA 27)

1. APPLICABILITY:

AIRBUS A330 aircraft, all certified models, all serial numbers, except for those on which AIRBUS
modification 50044 has been embodied in production or AIRBUS Service Bulletin (SB) A330-27-3106
has been embodied in service.

2. REASONS:

Splines Corrosion has been observed on a certain number of flap rotary actuators Types A and B
PN 6975XXXXX returned after service.

An improved protection of the splines was introduced without success on in-service actuators.

The corrosion, which reduces the fatigue strength, is due to the loss of the surface protection
following axial and radial movements between the end cover and the splines of the lever under
operational loads.

The flap control system is ensured by two load paths. In case of loss of the first load path, which
could occur subsequent to a rupture of the rotary actuator lever, the loads would be transferred to the
second load path. The loss of the second load path might follow due to the transfer of the loads on
the possibly corroded second flap rotary actuator.

The loss of the two load paths may lead to the loss of the flap surface.

To avoid fatigue failures of the rotary actuator lever in service, the life limit of rotary actuators Types A
and B is reduced by this Airworthiness Directive (AD).

3. COMPLIANCE:

The following measures are rendered mandatory from the effective date of this AD:
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Unless already accomplished,

at latest within 18,000 Flight Cycles or 12 years since the first flight of the aircraft, whichever occurs
first, replace the rotary actuators Types A and B PN 6975XXXXX by rotary actuators
PN 2240A0000-01 Type A and PN 2241A0000-01 Type B respectively, in accordance with the
instructions of AIRBUS SB A330-27-3106.

REF.: AIRBUS Service Bulletin A330-27-3106
(Any later approved revision of this SB is acceptable).

EFFECTIVE DATE  :  APRIL 12, 2003




